
Winning the War on Poverty:  The Cossack Way

In 1964, in his State of the Union speech, President Lyndon B. Johnson declared a 
"War On Poverty." Making poverty a national concern set in motion a series of bills and 
acts,  creating  programs such  as  Head  Start,  food  stamps,  work  study,  Medicare  and 
Medicaid, which still exist today. The programs initiated under Johnson brought about real 
results, reducing rates of poverty and improved living standards for America's poor.  But 
the poverty rate has remained steady since the 1970s and today, we are loosing this war 
at the average rate of $220 billion per year!  While all the real wars since the Revolution  
have cost taxpayers about $6.4 trillion, the War on Poverty has cost more than $16 trillion
—ironically very close to our national debt which very soon will pass the $15 trillion mark!

Many reasons are given why this is happening:  Economic and social instability, living 
from pay check to pay check, violence, gangs, lack of pride, etc. … but the bitter truth is … 
it all probably boils down to lack of responsibility, by both the government, by the public,  
and probably ... YOU!

So let me tell you a story.  I arrived in the USA in 1956 with my only known living 
relative, my maternal grandmother.  We settled in New Jersey and became part of the 
Russian-American community  living there:   Mostly cossacks,  die hard monarchist,  and 
other brother nationalities from the former Russian empire … all virulently anti-communist! 
Most of this community at that time was considered to be under the poverty line, yet non 
considered themselves poor!   When disaster  would  strike,  a  phone-chain  would  start: 
“Ivan needs an eye operation … send one dollar!”  In less than a week the Orthodox parish 
had collected the money, and Ivan had his operation.  No insurance, just SOLIDARITY! 
My grandmother died the year after we arrived and I was left without a legal tutor.  The  
community formed a “square” around me and the State authorities never new.  I went to 
live with an Cossack from the Don, Afanasy Petrovich Nikitin.  I had no know relatives, but 
I had everything!  Whatever I needed, wanted or desired, someone provided … and when I 
stepped out of line, the most stringent punishment was:  “Alexander we did not expect this  
of you!”.  Mostly I stayed “in line”! The people around me led by example!  Their motto was 
RESPONSIBILITY, SOLIDARITY, DISCIPLINE.  Everyone was every bodies keeper, and 
rights and privileges were automatic and in proportion to how much responsibility  and 
solidarity one exercised towards others!   AND THIS IS A PROVEN WAY TO WIN THE 
WAR ON POVERTY!

The Cossacks are remembered as the fierce, courageous, and sometimes brutal warriors 
of the Czars, but what is less known is that the Cossacks are the oldest still functional and  
continuous democracy!  By popular mandate, Cossacks elect their leaders, and recalled 
them.  They have no written laws, only tradition, are self sufficient, self reliant, and ask  
nothing except to be FREE. 
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